
LO: To employ a range of figurative language. 

Positive 

Located in rural Texas, Camp Green Lake is a place of paradise. Its tropical climate 

and golden sand dunes make it a breath-taking destination. Camp Green Lake was 

made for offenders of the law, but it is also a beautiful place for a relaxing holiday.  

When you arrive you will be stunned by the silvery opaque waterholes and the soft 

refreshing breeze on your face. Many aspects of wildlife will gather by the waterholes 

making them the best place for sightseeing. The boys that are at Camp Green Lake 

are extremely lucky about the place they stay. They wear radiant orange jumpsuits 

and have canteens overflowing with icy water to aid them when they dig the holes.  

Many people may think that getting boys to dig under the blazing sun is inhuman, but 

when you see the boys running energetically about they look extremely happy and 

content about where they are. They gain many useful skills while there and learn 

how to be hardworking citizens when they are allowed back into society.  

Whilst you are there you may be in awe of the amazing kindness these boys are 

given, as people who have been in their place help them to give up things such as 

smoking or drugs. If at any point the boys need help the camp warden is always 

there for them. She listens to their worries and helps them to do better next time. 

This kindness has a positive impact on the boys allowing them to forget the things 

they have done and move on to become better people.  

All in all, Camp Green Lake is a sensational place to stay. 

Negative 

Sending boys to Camp Green Lake is fiendish and should be outlawed! The boys are 

forced to work for hours on end digging pointless holes in in the dusty ground. The 

night is no better than day. Mosquitos haunt the boy’s tents and by the time the sun 

peaks the boys are exhausted and their eyes are weary with tiredness. However, 

there is no escape from these hours of torment; if the boys were to escape from 

Camp Green Lake they would die in about three days from dehydration.  

You would think after all these long tiresome hours of heinous digging the boys 

would be treated to cupfuls of ice cold water and nutritious food. This couldn’t be 

further from the truth; the water is lukewarm and tasteless whilst the food is 

unwholesome; rock hard bread dotted with seeds and the occasional dead insect 

with thick tasteless stew for dinner, cheese sandwiches for lunch and breakfast is a 

bowl of wafer thin cornflakes soaked in gone-off milk.  

From spending extensive time under the flaming sun, the boys have serious sunburn 

which could potentially lead to death in later life. The only shade apart from the 

ragged tents is the warden’s battered trailer. When the boys are caught leaning 

against the rusty metal walls of the trailer for shade when they haven’t finished 

digging they are immediately sent inside to be punished.  

Living at Camp Green Lake is like living a nightmare and the boys yearn for the day 

they will finally be free.  


